
Tender No :- 45185

Tender Reference No :- KAPS-1&2/CMM/IS/14915

Template Name :- KAPS PRICE BID 2019

RATES QUOTED IN THIS FORM SHALL ONLY BE CONSIDERED FOR EVALUATION. 

RATES, PRICE TERMS AND STATUTORY LEVIES QUOTED IN ANY OTHER FORM OR

ATTACHMENT WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

Sl.

No.
Item Description

Quantity

(A)
UoM

Basic Unit

Price

inclusive

of P&F

charges,

excluding

GST

(₹)

(B)

Unit

Freight &

Insurance

Charges,

excluding

GST

(₹)

(C )

GST

Rate

in %

(on

B &

C)

(D)

Total Value

inclusive of

GST -

DAP

(Kakrapar

Gujarat

Site)-

INCOTREMS

2010

(₹)

(E)

=A*(B+C)*

(1+D%)

HSN

codes

/ SAC

Mention

Make/Brand

of offered

Item or any

other

remarks

1

Supply and installation of Laser

Speed Gun for detecting over

speeding vehicles. It should be

capable of automatically

detection of speed violators

with the adjustable set points

of speed. It should be capable

of record violations with

extended video tracking and

speed capture range. It must

be remotely operable and able

to transmit live feed from the

laser to other large screens. It

should be capable of capture

clear images upto +/-

150metres during both day and

night time. It should be capable

of transmit violation data and

image to wireless printer. It

must be capable to automatic

detect/recognize number plate.

It should be capable of

measure speeds as vehicle

approaches and track them

until the rear registration plate

is captured. Quickly view

registration plate details with

multiple zooming levels. It

should be capable of auto

1.00 SET



detect the multiple speed

violators and capture their

videos and images at the same

time. Data saved shall be

tampered proof. Spare battery,

tripod, charger adapter set , SD

card reader, shoulder stock

should also be provided along

with the item. Catalogue along

with the detailed specification

of the product should be

submitted with the offer.

Total =

0.0000

NOTE:

1. "DAP" as per Incoterms 2010 implies : The Seller delivers when the goods are placed at the Buyer's disposal on
the arriving means of transport ready for unloading at the named place of destination. The Seller bears all risks
involved in bringing the goods to the named place.                                                                                        

2. P&F = Packing and Forwarding ; UoM = Unit of Measurement  ; HSN = Harmonized System Nomenclature
code (for Items) ; SAC = Services Accounting Codes (for services)   


